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FMS Inc. delivers Sentinel TMS Version 2.1 to Customers 

 

Vienna, VA, March 28, 2004 � FMS Inc., an award winning software development and technology 
company, today announced the delivery of Sentinel TMS Version 2.1 to customers. Driven by 
customer feedback, this new version offers powerful new analytical and data management 
functions. 

"Version 2.1 represents a compelling set of new functionality that directly targets customer 
needs. Our new extensible metadata model offers complete data flexibility,� said Dan Haught, 
Executive Vice President of FMS Inc. "We�ve also worked hard to deliver enhancements to the 
visualization and analysis tools, and optimized performance in many key areas." 

Sentinel TMS: The Next Generation in Advanced Analysis 

Sentinel Treat Management System (�TMS�) delivers an integrated environment for analyzing and 
managing data. With advanced data management and analysis, complex problems are reduced to 
manageable tasks. Utilizing intuitive user interfaces, Sentinel TMS allows analysts to almost 
immediately see data, links, rank threats, and measure information integrity in a single platform. 
Advanced visualization, knowledge sharing, and analytics are the product�s hallmark. Additional 
integration with third-party software such as entity extraction offerings, mapping, or different 
data sources is easily accomplished through its modular architecture. 

About FMS Inc. 

Founded in 1986, FMS, Inc. has delivered superior database software and custom application 
analytic solutions to thousands of clients around the globe. With over 40 awards to date, a 
customer list that includes 90 of the Fortune 100 firms, and numerous government and non-
profit groups, FMS has established itself as a premier software and services provider. FMS is a 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, an Intel Early Access Partner, a member of the Visual Studio 
Integration Program (VSIP), a Verio Business Partner, and frequently delivers keynote addresses 
to many industry organizations. 

Further information about FMS can be found at www.fmsinc.com 

Contact Information 

For more information about the FMS Advanced Solutions Group or the Sentinel TMS product line, 
please contact Mr. Bill Robinette, VP of Corporate Development at 703.356.4700. 
billr@fmsinc.com. 
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